
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MARYLAND

(GREENBELT DIVISION)

In re: * Chapter 11

CREATIVE HAIRDRESSERS, INC., * Case Nos. 20-14583, 20-14584-TJC
et al.,

* (Jointly Administered)

Debtors.1 *

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

POST-HEARING STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION TO (I) PRIORITY
STATUS OF IRS PROOF OF CLAIM AND (II) DUPLICATIVE IRS PROOF OF CLAIM

Creative Hairdressers Inc. and Ratner Companies, L.C., debtors and debtors in possession

(the “Debtors”), by and through their undersigned counsel, file this Post-Hearing Statement in

Support of Objection to (I) Priority Status of IRS Proof of Claim and (II) Duplicate IRS Proof of

Claim (the “IRS Claims Objection”)2 [Dkt. No. 788, December 16, 2020].

ARGUMENT

On November 2, 2021, the Court conducted a hearing on the IRS Claims Objection and the

United States’ Response to Debtors’ Objection to Proof of Claim [Dkt. No. 881, March 3, 2021].

At the conclusion of argument, the Court invited the Parties to submit supplemental argument

regarding the impact of the Fourth Circuit’s opinion in Liberty University, Inc. v. Lew, 733 F.3d

72 (4th Cir. 2013) on the issues before the Court in the IRS Claims Objection. On November 16,

2021, the United States filed its Supplemental Response to Debtors’ Objection to Proof of Claim

1 The Debtors in these chapter 11 cases are: (i) Creative Hairdressers, Inc. (“CHI”) and (ii) Ratner
Companies, L.C (“RC”).

2 Capitalized terms not defined herein shall have the meaning ascribed in the IRS Claims
Objection.
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[Dkt. No. 1011]. In turn, the Debtors hereby file their supplemental statement. As hereinafter

discussed, Liberty University does not alter the legal underpinnings of the IRS Claims Objection.

In Liberty University, the Fourth Circuit upheld the constitutionality of the ESRP pursuant

to Congress’ taxing authority under U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl 1. 733 F.3d at 95-98. The Fourth

Circuit relied exclusively on the analysis of the Supreme Court in National Federation of

Independent Business v. Sebelius, 567 U.S. 519 (2012), which upheld the constitutionality of the

interrelated ISRP also pursuant to Congress’ taxing authority.3 In essence, Liberty University is

simply a repeat of the Sebelius constitutional analysis. Id. at 95 (“[A]lthough NFIB did not present

the Supreme Court with an opportunity to address the constitutionality of the employer mandate,

we are convinced that the NFIB taxing power analysis inevitably leads to the conclusion that the

employer mandate exaction, too, is a constitutional tax.”). To reach its result, the Fourth Circuit

cited the same factors set forth in Sebelius (i.e., generation of revenue, enforcement by IRS,

absence of scienter, burden, lack of consequences beyond liability). Id. at 96-98.

Importantly, in both Sebelius and Liberty University, the respective courts were charged

with determining whether the individual mandate and employer mandate should be invalidated as

an unconstitutional exercise of Congressional authority. In that context, a federal court is to make

every reasonable construction to save a statute from unconstitutionality. See, e.g., Sebelius, 567

U.S. at 537-538, 563, 574 (stating that the Supreme Court’s reading of Congress’ authority “is

explained in part by a general reticence to invalidate the acts of the Nation’s elected leaders” and

that “every reasonable construction must be resorted to, in order to save a save a statute from

unconstitutionality”; concluding based on these principles that the ISRP “may reasonably be

characterized as a tax” for constitutional purposes). These cases demonstrate that scrutinizing a

3 Liberty University also held that the ESRP, like the ISRP, does not constitute a tax for purposes
of the Anti-Injunction Act, focusing on the related nature of the exactions and finding no reason
that the two mandates should be treated differently. 733 F.3d at 88-89.
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statute for constitutional muster is a much broader and theoretical exercise than determining

whether a specific claim in bankruptcy is entitled to be treated as a tax or general unsecured

penalty.4 Thus, while Sebelius and Liberty University are binding on the constitutionality of the

IRSP and ESRP, respectively, the Court should conduct an independent, functional examination

of the exaction at issue to determine whether it is a tax for bankruptcy purposes.

As discussed at the hearing, the Supreme Court set forth the relevant test for whether an

exaction is a tax or penalty under the Bankruptcy Code in U.S. v. Reorganized CF & I Fabricators

of Utah, Inc., 518 U.S. 213, 220-225 (1996).5 A tax is “a pecuniary burden, laid upon individuals

or property, for the purpose of supporting the Government”, while a penalty is an exaction imposed

by statute as “punishment for an unlawful act or omission.” Id. at 224. In the bankruptcy context,

the functional examination of the provision should be geared to determining its character based

upon its operation. Id. at 220, 224-225. In Reorganized CF & I, the Supreme Court had little

difficulty holding that a ten percent “tax” (in the amount of $1.2 million) on a pension plan funding

deficiency “must be treated as imposing a penalty, not authorizing a tax” for “bankruptcy

purposes”, without requiring scienter and notwithstanding that the remedy was only monetary. Id.

(“punishment for an unlawful omission is what this exaction is”). Ultimately, the Supreme Court

looked behind the “tax” label and saw that the exaction was intended to operate in a coercive and

punitive manner.

4 Even in the constitutional setting, the Supreme Court noted that there comes a point when an
exaction becomes so punitive that it loses its character as a tax and becomes a mere penalty with
the characteristics of regulation and punishment. Sebelius, 567 U.S. at 572-573 (“we need not
decide here the precise point at which an exaction becomes so punitive that the taxing power does
not authorize it”).

5 Reorganized CF&I was cited in the opinion of the court by Chief Justice Roberts in Sebelius as
setting forth a relevant definition of “penalty.” Sebelius, 567 U.S. at 567. Thus, it remains good
law.
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Applying Reorganized CF & I, the Court can likewise characterize the $2.1 million ESRP

in this case as a penalty for bankruptcy purposes: the ACA sets forth a regulatory mandate for an

employer to provide sufficient coverage; the mandate is enforced by a punitive payment for

employers who disobey and is intended to act as a deterrent; the aggregate burden in this case is

substantial and disproportionate to other claims – the $2.1 million ESRP is the second largest filed

claim that asserts priority6; and the ESRP should not be construed as primarily providing for

support of the government since it is premised upon disobedience.

Finally, for the reasons stated at the hearing, should the Court determine that the ESRP is

a tax and not a penalty for bankruptcy purposes, the ESRP is not entitled to priority treatment

because it does not satisfy the statutory definition of an “excise tax on- … a transaction occurring

during the three years immediately preceding the date of the filing of the petition.” 11 U.S.C. §

507(a)(8)(E)(ii).

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: November 30, 2021 /s/ Joel I. Sher
Joel I. Sher, Bar No. 00719
Daniel J. Zeller, Bar No. 28107
SHAPIRO SHER GUINOT & SANDLER
250 W. Pratt Street, Suite 2000
Baltimore, Maryland 21201
Tel: 410-385-4277
Fax: 410-539-7611
Email: jis@shapirosher.com

djz@shapirosher.com

Counsel for Debtors and Debtors in
Possession

6 A purported priority class action claim has been filed in the amount of $4 million. See Olsen
Proof of Claim 460-1 [August 11, 2020]. The Debtors have objected to that claim for numerous
reasons [Dkt. No. 858, February 9, 2021].
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 30th day of November, 2021, I reviewed the Court’s
CM/ECF system and it reports that an electronic copy of the foregoing will be served electronically
by the Court’s CM/ECF system on the following:

GWYNNE L BOOTH GLB@GDLLAW.COM
Steven M Berman sberman@shumaker.com
Alan Betten abetten@sagallaw.com
Kyle Lamar Bishop kyle.l.bishop@usdoj.gov,
eastern.taxcivil@usdoj.gov;james.j.wilkinson@usdoj.gov
Peter D Blumberg heather.williams@fedex.com
Joshua D. Bradley jbradley@rosenbergmartin.com, lfeigh@rosenbergmartin.com
Elisabeth Bruce elisabeth.m.bruce@usdoj.gov, Eastern.Taxcivil@usdoj.gov
Jodie E. Buchman jbuchman@silvermanthompson.com,
efiling@silvermanthompson.com
Donald F. Campbell dcampbell@ghclaw.com
Katie Lane Chaverri kchaverri@tlclawfirm.com, dtayman@tlclawfirm.com
Richard L. Costella rcostella@tydings.com, jmurphy@tydings.com
Kevin Davis kdavis@capdale.com, brigette-wolverton-caplin-drysdale-
9897@ecf.pacerpro.com
Kyle Y. Dechant kdechant@wtplaw.com,
clano@wtplaw.com;kydechant@gmail.com;Jha@wtplaw.com
Monique Bair DiSabatino monique.disabatino@saul.com, robyn.warren@saul.com
Ronald J Drescher ecfdrescherlaw@gmail.com,
ron@clegolftour.com,ecf2drescherlaw@gmail.com,ecf@drescherlaw.com,myecfdrescher
@gmail.com,284@notices.nextchapterbk.com
Alan D. Eisler aeisler@e-hlegal.com, mcghamilton@gmail.com
John T. Farnum jfarnum@milesstockbridge.com, jfarnumecfnotices@gmail.com
Ashley N Fellona ashley.fellona@saul.com, janice.mast@saul.com
William Henry Fisher hank@cccoateslaw.com
Jeremy S. Friedberg jeremy@friedberg.legal, ecf@friedberg.legal
Stanford G. Gann sgannjr@levingann.com
Richard Marc Goldberg rmg@shapirosher.com,
ejd@shapirosher.com;ens@shapirosher.com
Alan M. Grochal agrochal@tydingslaw.com,
mfink@tydingslaw.com;jmurphy@tydingslaw.com
William L. Hallam WHallam@rosenbergmartin.com, kmartin@rosenbergmartin.com
Robert Hanley rhanley@rmmr.com
Catherine Brady DiFazio Harrington charrington@bregmanlaw.com
James Philip Head jhead@williamsmullen.com
Jessica Hepburn-Sadler sadlerjh@ballardspahr.com, andersonn@ballardspahr.com
James M. Hoffman jhoffman@offitkurman.com, mmargulies@offitkurman.com
Patricia B. Jefferson pjefferson@milesstockbridge.com
Ira T Kasdan kdwbankruptcydepartment@kelleydrye.com;
MVicinanza@ecf.inforuptcy.com
Lawrence A. Katz lkatz@hirschlerlaw.com, llewis@hirschlerlaw.com
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Patrick J. Kearney pkearney@sgrwlaw.com, jnam@sgrwlaw.com
Nicole C. Kenworthy bdept@mrrlaw.net
C. Kevin Kobbe kevin.kobbe@dlapiper.com, docketing-baltimore-
0421@ecf.pacerpro.com
Lynn A. Kohen lynn.a.kohen@usdoj.gov
Leonidas Koutsouftikis lkouts@magruderpc.com, mcook@magruderpc.com
Joyce A. Kuhns jkuhns@offitkurman.com
Jeffrey Kurtzman kurtzman@kurtzmansteady.com
Robert L. LeHane KDWBankruptcyDepartment@kelleydrye.com
Stephen E. Leach sleach@hirschlerlaw.com,
ndysart@hirschlerlaw.com;kburgers@hirschlerlaw.com;plaura@hf-law.com
Richard Edwin Lear richard.lear@hklaw.com, kimi.odonnell@hklaw.com
Steven N. Leitess sleitess@mdattorney.com, efiling@silvermanthompson.com
Michael J. Lichtenstein mjl@shulmanrogers.com, tlockwood@shulmanrogers.com
Marissa K Lilja mlilja@tydingslaw.com, edondero@tydingslaw.com
Keith M. Lusby klusby@gebsmith.com
Kimberly A. Manuelides kmanuelides@sagallaw.com
Michelle McGeogh mcgeoghm@ballardspahr.com,
stammerk@ballardspahr.com;cromartie@ballardspahr.com;bktdocketeast@ballardspahr.
com
Stephen A. Metz smetz@offitkurman.com, mmargulies@offitkurman.com
Brittany Mitchell Michael brittany.michael@stinson.com,
jess.rehbein@stinson.com,jayme.masek@stinson.com
Pierce C Murphy pmurphy@mdattorney.com,
efiling@silvermanthompson.com;dcaimona@silvermanthompson.com
Michael Stephen Myers michaelsmyerslaw@gmail.com
Kevin M. Newman knewman@barclaydamon.com, kmnbk@barclaydamon.com
Tracey Michelle Ohm tracey.ohm@stinson.com, porsche.barnes@stinson.com
Jeffrey M. Orenstein jorenstein@wolawgroup.com
Leo Wesley Ottey otteyjr@gmail.com
Jeffrey Rhodes jrhodes@blankrome.com, kbryan@blankrome.com
L. Jeanette Rice Jeanette.Rice@usdoj.gov, USTPRegion04.GB.ECF@USDOJ.GOV
Robert A. Richards robertr@dorseylaw.net
Bradshaw Rost brost@tspclaw.com
Michael Schlepp mschlepp@s-d.com
Joel I. Sher jis@shapirosher.com, ejd@shapirosher.com
J. Breckenridge Smith jsmith@foxrothschild.com
David Sommer dsommer@gejlaw.com, ceyler@gejlaw.com;gomara@gejlaw.com
Daniel Alan Staeven daniel.staeven@frosttaxlaw.com,
dan@ecf.courtdrive.com;daniel.staeven@frosttaxlaw.com;ann.jordan@frosttaxlaw.com;
G70021@notify.cincompass.com
Aryeh E. Stein astein@meridianlawfirm.com,
aryehsteinecf@gmail.com;steinar93219@notify.bestcase.com
Ashley Elizabeth Strandjord astrandjord@chasenboscolo.com
Matthew S. Sturtz matt.sturtz@nelsonmullins.com,
gary.freedman@nelsonmullins.com
Matthew G. Summers summersm@ballardspahr.com,
branchd@ballardspahr.com;heilmanl@ballardspahr.com;mcgeoghm@ballardspahr.com;a
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mbroses@ballardspahr.com;buhrmank@ballardspahr.com;roglenl@ballardspahr.com;zar
nighiann@ballardspahr.com;carolod@ballardspahr.com
Jonathan Harold Todt jonathan.todt@faegredrinker.com
US Trustee - Greenbelt USTPRegion04.GB.ECF@USDOJ.GOV
Maurice Belmont VerStandig mac@mbvesq.com,
lisa@mbvesq.com;verstandig.mauricer104982@notify.bestcase.com
Irving Edward Walker iwalker@coleschotz.com,
jdonaghy@coleschotz.com;pratkowiak@coleschotz.com
Mitchell Bruce Weitzman , statum@jackscamp.com;iluaces@jackscamp.com
Craig B. Young craig.young@kutakrock.com,
jeremy.williams@kutakrock.com;lynda.wood@kutakrock.com;david.fox@kutakrock.co
m;pamela.germas@kutakrock.com

/s/ Joel I. Sher
Joel I. Sher
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